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About This Game

Inspired by Terry Cavanagh's Super Hexagon, Twixel has you playing as two independent pixels trying to get as far as possible.
Crazily hard and addictive, see how long you can last!

Key Features:

• Ability to control two independent pixels that must avoid all the obstacles coming at them.
• Symmetrical and asymmetrical obstacles pushes players to think on their toes and predict what may be coming.

• Choose between 2D and 3D graphics.
• 3 difficulty levels, 3 Hyper ones and 1 extreme level with over 100 obstacles to avoid. The longer you play, the better you’ll

become.
• Levels bounce to the tune of the music, which is done by the fantastic Robin Ogden.

• Ability to share your scores via Facebook or Twitter, with leaderboards coming later in update.
• Controller support (in all game except for if you post to Twitter or Facebook)

• Achievements to be earned throughout all game
• Trading Cards
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Title: Twixel
Genre: Action
Developer:
Caesoose Studios
Publisher:
Self Published
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3 2.0GHZ+ or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: -

Additional Notes: Twixel runs on a $40 android tablet. If it can run on that, it can run on your PC.

English
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Russians and Koreans need to play this.. It's really fun! For the price i didn't expect much but it really is a enjoyable experience!
The graphics are fine, and the gameplay is (mostly) superb! The controls can be very irritating at times, but over time, you will
get used to it! for 0.51 its a steal!. I'm enjoying it. More please? :). Do you know what makes a physics platformer so much fun?
Flinging the player through the air at high speeds with broken collusion detection. In later levels there's no guarantee you won't
just phase through the platform and turns fairly straightforward stages into a nightmare. The foreground also has a bad habit of
obscuring the view at crucial moments and the main menu is such a masterpiece of bad design that exiting the game can take
multiple tries from the midgame onwards.. Fantastic little game to pass the time, often play it with my guild and have a lot of
fun!. After fiddling for an hour a simple restart of my computer was all it took, the rest of the review is now pending but I
would like to commemorate the games developer for being so quick and personal to respond. Not since "Dragons & Titans" or
"Divinity: Dragon Commander" have I gotten such quick and personalized help, and I greatly respect that. That alone shows that
the developers care and are in it for more than just the money. While as of now I cannot reccommend or dis-reccommend the
game, I would like to post that my problem has been fixed and good or bad (as that's subjective), I would like to credit the
developer for their dedication to helping those who own the game.

Original "Review": I've spent more time fighting with the games launcher than most of the reviews spent actually playing it...
Still can't play the game by the way. Still stuck on "MarchOfIndustry_Data\resources.resource". I've always loved space and
anything to do with it. Games like Endless Space and Sins of a Solar Empire have occupied lots of my time with such replayable
gameplay.

If you like spaceship adventuring and being a captain of your own mothership, then you will probably enjoy this game.

The aesthetics are good, the music and sounds match the atmosphere and are nothing too crazy. The voice acting and cutscenes
are below average, but do not take away from the game too much. Some of the cutscenes also do not appear to be skippable,
which is slightly annoying to me since I can read faster than the text stays on screen. The story seems to be decent, with lots of
factions vying for control in the Star Wolves universe.

The controls may be difficult if you aren't used to this type of gameplay, however, experimentation and practice with what each
button does will help familiarize yourself with fairly quickly. The learning curve is moderate to difficult - especially considering
that there is no in-game tutorial. It is strongly recommended that you first check out the tutorial missions before jumping into
the main game. You can die very, very fast in this game. Save often just in case.

Gameplay can be sped up to 8x normal speed, and you probably will be using that option a lot during your travels. You can
select 1 of 4 classes to start with, each with its own specialized skill/perk tree.

In the beginning of the game, you are constantly presented with numerous decisions, which I found to be very nice for open-
world style gameplay. There are a variety of ship parts and weapons to select from. The galaxy map is very, very large and
expansive, allowing for a lot of exploration.

There is a lot to do in this game, and you can even dock fighters inside your mothership.

If you really enjoy spacefaring and space combat, check out this game.

Recommend.

. This game IS good if you like the classic game of battleship, and you have friends to play with. But even then, it can get boring
quickly if this isn't your thing.

But the single player game is lacking, and I found the AI not challenging at all.
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Recommended for some, but not for most, so I have to go for a thumbs down on this one.... but, if a sequel comes out (there's a
little bit of talk about it), I for one will definitely check it out.. Will crash often, you'll get stuck in doors and terrain, voice-
acting is awful, levels are bland, AI is bad and to be quite honest, it's just plain boring to play.

At least they didn't call it Death to Spies 3.
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Pro

Nice to play
Many characters to choose from

Con
Difficult. If you like craps or have a passing interest, then I'd recommend this game. The game is fully functional and enjoyable.
The developers are also active and responsive and this is only the beginning.. Frog Climbers is not a game which you can play
like 10 hours a day.
But if you want to kill Time it's a perfect pastime game.
I could play the multiplayer mode on the gamescom and I can say that it makes the most fun
when you play it with your Friends!
Really fun party game!. Puzzle Bots is a 2D puzzle game that is filled to the brim with character goofiness and charm. If there is
anything this game did right, it is proper humor for the casual audience it is intended for. The story is pretty well written for a
short game, and the voice acting is spot on. The one thing I did not like in Puzzle bots was the non-existence of hints of any
kind. Some of these puzzles were super elaborate, so in some cases it will be a guess and check ordeal too see if the you are
solving the puzzles correctly. Overall it was very difficult to find any fault with this game, other than the fact it probably won’t
appeal to the “hardcore” audience.. just an overall terrible game if you can even call it that.. Very nice game!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/lbRdnvSzBZQ. As stated by many other players, i saw what was advertised as a remake of the Death to Spies
series, which i loved, so as soon as i saw this, i bought it, hoping for a brilliant modern spy/stealth game. While yes, the game
has elements of the series and Hitman Blood Money, i couldn't have expected a worse remake.

 Firstly, stealth is far too simple, sneaking into the castle really couldnt have been simpler due to the god awful AI, i wouldnt
have even needed a disguise. I stabbed the target in plain view of several other guards, who overlooked it, like you would a
drunk man throwing up on the street, he walked on by and said &quot♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥quot; as he is scripted to say
when officers approach them.

Secondly, the maps feel somewhat reused. or at least recycled, but this isnt a great issue. I only managed to reach the third map
however, due to the game crashing.

While this wouldnt normally be an issue, this is how i discovered that the game does NOT HAVE AN AUTO SAVE
FEATURE! nor does it have a mission select, meaning my only way forward was to replay the levels. Which also wouldnt have
been a problem, but the already recycled maps mean that, to someone who has already seen them before, hold no replayability
value.

Gunplay is also more tedious than it is fun, youre forever stuck in an aiming stance and felt largely clunky to use, and therefore
make gunfights avoidable by convenience rather than survivability.

TL;DR: A rather poor remake of the Death to Spies series thats trying to be Hitman: Absolution rather than a good stealth/spy
game. Game sucks, really laggy and can't see other peoples bombs. would have been a fun game with friends if it worked okay..
I am a huge fan of the Hitman series (with Blood Money topping my personal charts) and had this game on my whislist for quite
some time but never got around to getting it. One day it came on sale and I thought "why not? time to get it".
Now I regret not making this decision earlier.

If you are a Hitman fan YOU MUST PLAY THIS GAME. It may not have the same level of polish and production values but it
more than makes up for with amazing level design and a solid sneaking and disguising mechanic. In that respect it's actually
better than Hitman.

It's much easier in this game to understand what your enemies are up to, who is detecting you and why. This eliminates almost
entirely those situations that occured in Hitman where your cover would be blown for no apparent reason. It's not very realistic
but it fits the gameplay really well. And you can always play on highest difficulty with no helpers. Still, even with the helpers,
the game is difficult enough and very punishing if you don't take your time. This is not for people who lack patience.
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My only dissapointment is that there are only 7 missions. Then again, they are extremely intricate and each one took me at least
an hour to complete on my first playthrough (with some taking over two hours).

One other negative which personally doesn't bother me because it's not how I play this game is concerning shooting mechanics.
They are bad. I mean really bad. They're good enough to get you out of a tight situation (a silenced Nagant is a dirty but
effective way of disposing of a nozy nazi) but don't think you can shoot your way through missions.

Overall though this is a great game and I'm eager to see what's next when DtS 3 comes out.
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